Join the people
behind Sky
Sky Profiles:
People at Sky are the most passionate people I have ever met and worked with, the whole of sky
is full of people bouncing with ideas and energy.
Priya – Sales Advisor
We have a service level that we always have to maintain and we will see to it that it never slips.
James – Specialist Engineer
We deliver brilliantly for our customers by having the right people, the right tools for the job and
working as one team.
Patrick – Production Manager
We’ve got a great team of people around us which creates an electric atmosphere.
Steve – Sales and Marketing
The atmosphere is best described by the 3 words that sit under our logo believe in better, we’re
constantly trying to do better and better.
Jacqueline – Now TV
Unusually, compared to any other company I have ever worked for, if you have an idea you’re
allowed to run with it.
Conrad – Software Engineering Academy Leader
The way we bring out products to the market is again quite innovative and we work on some
really cool stuff for our customers.
James – Presenter, Sky Sports
One of the most effective new editions to Sky’s portfolio is Sky Go, the ability to watch what you
want, wherever you are, our lives have changed, the way we work, the way we commute, the way
we travel.
Anna-Marie – Group Security
Sky’s great at sharing its successes, it likes to initiate lots of share save
schemes, there are gifts at Christmas.
Gemma – Sky Retail
We have a reward card which gets topped up whenever we win an
incentive which I have won several times and spent it on shopping.
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Billie – Corporate Affairs
I feel proud to work at Sky as a company who invests a lot in initiatives such as Sky Academy
creating lots of opportunities for young people to develop their skills.
Ru – International Communications
I’ve taken part in one of Sky’s volunteering initiatives, we visited a local farm in Scotland that
actually looked at getting homeless people back on their feet.
Jo – Director Now TV
In my time to support Team Sky I have cycled with 150 of my colleagues to Paris, there is lots of
ways to get involved at Sky and lots of great people to meet.
Dushy – Finance Graduate
I work with investors and shareholders, so to do that at my age and at my stage at Sky
is amazing.
Rob – Finance Director
You can definitely grow your career at Sky, I am a good example I joined sky in the Graduate
Scheme and I have made it all the way to Finance Director over a number of years.
Vicky – Head of Legal
I’ve got the best of both worlds, I’ve got a fantastic job where I’m learning every day, yet I can also
spend time with my kids on the days where I pick them up from school.
Anthony – Technology
I feel very comfortable here, I don’t feel self conscious about my disability, I feel I have as much to
offer as everyone else and I never hide behind my disability to avoid doing my full measure.
Jayne – Sky News
Teamwork is central to everything we do at Sky, I am on the telly, I am stuck in a studio often
presenting the news but what I do and what appears on the screen, I’m the tiniest part of it, it’s
the team behind me that makes it happen.
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